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Radio Waterloo - CKMS

“Get a Move on!”

About a month ago the CKMS Vice
President, Sam Tisi, sent out a poll to see
what programmers thought about moving
the station. Like many past votes and
referendums the votes were pretty much
split right down the middle. However, this
time more than 1 3% of eligible people
voted (jab!). Due to the results of the poll
and work of the Board of Directors, the
Radio Waterloo station will move. The
probable new location is 1 00 Ahrens
Street in Kitchener.

Past CKMS Locations

With this issue focusing on the Radio
Waterloo station move, we are going to
take a look back at the many locations the
station has occupied.

We start our Journey at UW Engineering II
Room 1 304. This is the place where Radio
Waterloo began in the late 60’s. It is now a
storage room for professor’s bikes and
also contains some type of server.

Here is a first look at the space that will
likely be CKMS starting Oct 1 st.

The Station then moved to the Bauer
Warehouse where it spent most of its
years before the infamous referendum.
The Bauer Warehouse studio is now a
break area for the UW custodial staff. This
photo is of the Bauer Warehouse door.
This served as the cover for the first FM
guide which later became the FM Times.
Hopefully when CKMS takes over the
space we will be able to keep it slightly
neater! HOPEFULLY!
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In 2009 Radio Waterloo moved to an
upstairs room in Maxwell’s Music House.
Maxwell’s has since moved to a state of
the art “Concerts and Events” venue on
University Ave. This old station has
become “Mist” restaurant and café. The
upper area where the station was located
has become
their office area.
After Maxwell’s,
Radio Waterloo
moved to
Waterloo Street.
This location
might have been
the final resting
place for Radio
Waterloo if it
weren’t for the
mold and
overbearing landlord problems. Upon
visiting this location this particular unit still
seems to be unoccupied.

Finally this brings us to our current
location 1 08 King Stree North. What will it
become? With somewhat high rent for an
awkward space it seemed perfect for a
radio station. Perhaps it will be taken over
by the driving school or go back to
The old Palindrome Studio now has this becoming a barber shop. Whatever it will
sign on the door.
become CKMS had a great time at this
“Asbestos Storage Area. Do Not Open! location.

Keep Sealed contains Asbestos
Particles”
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Featured Show

The Featured show this week is a brand
new daily show called R4 with host Ill
Razor Ray. Check it out weekdays from
1 -2pm for great music and concert
giveaways!
www.r4radio.tk
@R4RadioShow
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Featured Artist

The Gary Cain Band
Gary Cain has been a feature artist many
times on various CKMS shows. He
stands out as a local musician because
he is “probably the best guitarist in the
world” says DJ Steel. Gary Cain is also
an esteemed member of the Robot
Apocalypse Collective.
www.garycainband.com
twitter: @GaryDCain

